ceche01 ps3 backwards compatible

Find great deals for Sony PlayStation 3 CECHE01 80 GB 1 Game Backward Compatible. Shop with confidence on
eBay!.LOOKING FOR A Great Sony Playstation 3 system? Don't buy a used system, you might buy it cheap but usually
these used systems are either repaired - mostly.I am considering getting one of these ps3 systems to play both ps3 and
ps2 games. I seen one on ebay for cheap and in working shape.20 Jun - 2 min - Uploaded by Rizky PLEASE NOTE:
This ONLY work on launch model PS3 fat version. the version is CECHEThis is a list of PlayStation (PS1) and
PlayStation 2 (PS2) games, for which the PlayStation 3 (PS3) is backwards compatible. This list is updated as new
PS3.Some PlayStation 3s can play PS2 games, and some can't, so how do you know if your PS3 is PlayStation 2
backward compatible or not?.Sony PlayStation 3 80GB Backwards Compatible CECHEWhat other items do customers
buy after viewing this item? PlayStation 3 60GB System. Sony. PlayStation 3 80GB MotorStorm Bundle. Sony. Sony
PlayStation 3, 60 GB. Playstation. Ps3 Sony Playstation 3 60gb 60 gig Fully Backwards Compatible Model CECHA01
Console System with 4 USB ports and Memory card reader ports. Sony.The PlayStation 3 video game console has been
produced in various models during its life later compatible models and the last model to have integrated backward
compatibility was the NTSC 80 GB (CECHE) Metal Gear Solid 4 Bundle.My son wants to buy a ps3 system with
backward compatibility. Is there any difference in the 60gb model CECHA01 and the 80 gb CECHEUpdate August
Updated to include the PS3 Slim model, new price updates, and some new specs have been added. Curious if your unit is
backwards compatible with Playstation 2 games in CECHE01, 40 GB.Specifics on the backwards compatibility of the
80GB Playstation 3. then the 80 gb ps3? model# ceche01 please let me know thank you.be the best for supporting
backwards compatibility with the PS2. only the PS3 models CECHA01, CECHB01, and CECHE01 are able to play
some PS2 and.The launch versions of the PS3 (20 gig and 60 gig) are fully backwards compatible with all PS2 software.
Both models contain the Emotion Engine chip from the.As the title says, it's Backwards compatible and I bought it for
60 USD. It runs perfectly I just don't want to risk killing it.. Keep in mind.Sony PlayStation 3 CECHE01 PS2
Backwards Compatible 80GB Hard Drive ( NTSC) PS3: from itembazaar tours-golden-triangle.com - United
States.Sony PlayStation 3 CECHE01 PS2 Backwards Compatible 80GB Hard Drive ( NTSC) PS3.
tours-golden-triangle.comWith backwards compatibility only the models below, but they are not in have low capacity
storage, between 20GB and 80GB: * CECHE01 * CECHE01MG.Learn which PlayStation 3 models are backwards
compatible. *PS3 models CECHA01, CECHB01, and CECHE01, will be able to play some PlayStation and .Find ps3
backwards compatible and ps2 from a vast selection of Video Game Consoles. Sony PS3 BACKWARDS
COMPATIBLE 80GB Console CECHE01 + .
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